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Preparation of polarization-entangled mixed states of two photons
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We propose a scheme for preparing arbitrary two-photons polarization-entangled mixed states via controlled
location decoherence. The scheme uses only linear optical devices and single-mode optical fibers, and may be
feasible in experiment within current optical technology.
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Entanglement has played a crucial role for many appli
tions of quantum information, such as quantum teleporta
@1#, superdense coding@2#, quantum error correction@3#, etc.
To function optimally these applications require maxim
pure entanglement. However, unwanted coupling to the
vironment causes decoherence of quantum systems
yields mixed state entanglement. Therefore entanglem
concentration@4–8# and various applications of mixed sta
entanglement@9–11# are very important and have been i
vestigated by many authors. Experimentally, a special mi
state, ‘‘decoherence-free subspace’’@12#, has been demon
strated and optical Werner states have been prepared@13#.

In this paper, we propose a scheme for preparing arbit
polarization-entangled mixed states of two photons via c
trolled decoherence. In the experiment of demonstra
decoherence-free subspace, decoherence was impose
coupling polarization modes to frequency modes of photo
Here we introduce decoherence by entangling polariza
modes with location modes of photons, where locat
modes are finally traced out by mixing them with appropri
path-length differences and detecting coincidences inde
dent of the emission of photon pair from photon source.

Consider a two-qubit mixed stater of quantum system
AB. It can be represented as@14#

r5(
i 51

4

pi uc i&AB^c i u, ~1!

where 0<pi<1, ( i 51
4 pi51, andpi>pj for i< j . uc i&AB are

two-qubit pure states with the same entanglement of for
tion as r. Thereforeuc i& are the same up to some loc
unitary operations@15#, i.e., uc i&5Ui ^ Vi uF&, whereUi and
Vi are local unitary operations anduF&5cosuu00&
1sinuu11& with 0<u<p/4.

The experimental arrangement for our scheme is
scribed in Fig. 1. First, spontaneous parametric dow
conversion in two adjacentb-barium borate~BBO! crystals
produces initial two-photons polarization-entangled p
state uF&AB5cosuuHH&1sinuuVV& @16,17#, where uH& and
uV& are horizontal and vertical polarizations, respective
Then six beam splitters with variable transmission coe
cients ~VBS! couple the initial polarization stateuF&AB to
location modes and each photon has four possible op
pathsi A(B) . At each path, single-qubit polarization rotatio
~SPR! perform local unitary operationsUi ,Vi on the polar-
ization mode of each photon and transform the initial e
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tangled stateuF&AB to different uc i&AB . The four paths of
each photon mix on couplersGA(B) and become one throug
single-mode optical fibres~SMOF! @18#. In experiment, loss-
less mixture process can be realized by using a fast switc
combine different modes, in addition to a pulsed pump la
However, this method is not very practical although it can
implemented in principle. A practical replacement can be
passive coupler without switch although it will decrease
optimal success probability due to losses in the coupli
DenoteLi

A(B) as the optical path lengths of pathsi A(B) ~from
the BBO crystal to couplerGA(B)). If Li

A(B) satisfyLi
A5 Li

B

andD i j
A(B)5uLi

A(B)2L j
A(B)u@ l coh for different i and j, the lo-

cation modes will be traced out and we obtain a mixed st
wherel coh is the single-photon coherence length.

The mixed state still contains information of the locatio
modes since photons from different pathsi will arrive at the
detector at different time. Therefore the mixed state is co
posed by two discrete subspace state: two photonsA, B ar-
riving at same time and at different time. If the time windo
of the coincidence counter is small enough, only photo
from paths with same lengths (i A and i B) contribute the
counts and the polarization states of photons are reduce
the subspace state with same arrival time. In this subsp
the state is just the two-qubit mixed stater. Therefore the
final SPR in each arm, along with the polarization bea
splitter ~PBS!, enable analysis of the polarization correl
tions in any basis, allowing tomographic reconstruction
the density matrix@4,12,17#.

In our scheme, we require that the coherence length
pump laser is much smaller than path-length differenceD i j

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for preparing an arbitra
polarization-entangled mixed state of two photons.
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in order to avoid two-photons interference. In Ref.@18#, two-
photons interference can be used to realize a Franson-
test of Bell inequalities, where the path-length difference
two orders of magnitude smaller than the coherence lengt
the pump laser. In our scheme, we require that the p
length difference is larger than both single photon and pu
laser coherence lengths to avoid both single- and t
photons interference. In this case, the travel time of a pho
pair from laser to detector enables to resolve the differ
paths in principle. It is therefore important to postselect o
photons arriving in coincidence but not to resolve the tra
time from emission to detection in order to trace out
location modes.

The VBS in the scheme can be implemented using a o
order Mach-Zehnder interferometer@19,20# and it transforms
location modes in the following way:

ua& init ial →Ah i ua& f inal1A12h i ub& f inal , ~2!

where ua& and ub& are the location modes andAh i are the
transmission coefficients. The SPRu i

A(B) at pathsi A(B) can be
constructed with wave plate sequences@20# and they perform
unitary operationUi

A(Vi
B). The couplerGA(B) introduces de-

coherence, which yields mixed state

r05 (
i , j 51

4

pi j Ui ^ Vj uF&^FuUi
†

^ Vj
† , ~3!

wherepi j is the combined probability with photonsA andB
at pathsu i &A , u j &B, respectively. If the time window of the
coincidence counterT satisfiesT,D i j /c (c is the velocity of
the light!, only photons with location modesu i &Au i &B are reg-
istered by the coincidence counter, and density matrixr0 is
reduced to

r5
1

F (
i 51

4

pii uc i&^c i u, ~4!

whereF5( i 51
4 pii is the successful probability of generatin

the mixed stater.
Denotepi5pii /F. The remaining problem is to find th

optimal successful probabilityF. For a given density matrix
of a mixed state, there are several choices ofuc i& ~to be
realized using different local operation and different init
entangled states! and thus also different beamsplitter setting
The best choice is the one where the success probabili
maximized. From Fig. 1, we findp115h1h2h3h5 , p22
5h1h2(12h3)(12h5), p335(12h1)(12h2)h4h6, and
p445(12h1)(12h2)(12h4)(12h6). Assume p1>p2
>p3>p4 , p1.0, andAi5pi /p1, the optimal values ofF
can be obtained using Lagrangian multipliers and the res
are classified as follows:

1. If Ai.0 for i 52,3, then h15h25(1
1AA2)/(( i 51

4 AAi), h35h551/(11AA2), h45h6

5AA3/(AA31AA4), andFoptimal5(( i 51
4 Ai)/(( i 51

4 AAi)
2.

2. If A2.0, A35A450, thenh15h25h45h651, h3

5h551/(11AA2), andFoptimal5(11A2)/(11AA2)2.
3. If A25A35A450, thenh i51, andFoptimal51.
01430
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So far we have described a scheme for preparing an a
trary polarization-entangled mixed state of two photons
ing variable beam splitters and single-mode optical fibres
practical quantum-information process, we often use a s
cial set of mixed states with the formr5puc&^cu1(1
2p)uf&^fu, where 0<p<1 anduc&, uf& are arbitrary two-
qubit pure states. Our scheme can be simplified for this s
cial mixed state. Assumeuc&5U1^ V1uF(a)&, uf&5U2
^ V2uF(b)& with uF(u)&5(cosuuHH&1sinuuVV&), and 0
<b<a<p/4, the experimental arrangement may be d
scribed by the schematic in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, VBS and SMOF perform the same operations
those in Fig. 1. The distillation filters are used for entang
ment transformation@4# that is performed on locationu1&A or
u2&A , depending on the initial state@ u1&A corresponds to
transformation uF(b)&→uF(a)& and u2&A to uF(a)&
→uF(b)&]. The decoherence process yields different fin
states for different initial statesuF(b)& and uF(a)&,

r5
1

P
@k1h1h2uc&^cu1~12h1!~12h2!uf&^fu#,

r85
1

P8
@h1h2uc&^cu1k2~12h1!~12h2!uf&^fu#, ~5!

where k15sin2b/sin2a (k25cos2a/cos2b) @20,21# is the
maximally feasible transformation probability in experime
from uF(b)& to uF(a)& @from uF(a)& to uF(b)&], P
5k1h1h21(12h1)(12h2) and P85h1h21k2(12h1)(1
2h2) are the successful probabilities to obtainr and r8.
The transmission coefficientsAh1 and Ah2 satisfy condi-

FIG. 2. Experimental set-up used to generate mixed stater
5puc&^cu1(12p)uf&^fu.

FIG. 3. The final successful probabilitiesP ~a! , P8 ~b! vs trans-
mission coefficienth1 . A510 000~solid!, A51 ~dot!, A50.0001
~dash!. ~a! k150.8; ~b! k250.7.
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tions (12h1)(12h2)5Ak1h1h2 for r and k2(12h1)(1
2h2)5Ah1h2 for r8, whereA5(12p)/p. The optimiza-
tion of P andP8 yields that

P5k1~11A!/~11AAk1!2,

P85k2~11A!/~Ak21AA!2, ~6!

with h15h251/(11AAk1) for r and h15h25Ak2/(Ak2

1AA) for r8. Direct comparison betweenP and P8 shows
that if

0<p<
k1~12Ak2!2

k1~12Ak2!21k2~12Ak1!2
,

thenP8<P and uF(b)& is chosen as initial state. Otherwis
P<P8 and uF(a)& is used.

In Fig. 3, we plot the successful probabilitiesP, P8 with
respect to the transmission coefficienth1. The probabilityP
(P8) reaches the maximum at certainh1, as predicted by Eq
~6!. We notice that there exist fixed points (h1 ,P)5„1/(1
1k1),k1 /(11k1)… and (h1 ,P8)5„k2 /(11k2),k2 /(11k2)…

FIG. 4. The final successful probabilitiesP ~soild!, P8 ~dash! vs
the ratioA. k150.8, k250.7. ~a! 0<A<0.2; ~b! 0<A<10 000.
01430
for arbitrary parameterA. If the transmission coefficienth1
is selected at those points, the final successful probabil
P, P8 are constants, independent of the ratio of two com
nentsuc& and uf&.

In Fig. 4, we plot the optimal probabilitiesP, P8 with
respect to the parametersA. As predicted by Eq.~6!, P →k1 ,
P8→1 asA→0; while P→1, P8→k2 asA→`. These two
cases correspond to pure final stater. We also notice that
there exist minimum values ofP (P8) at A5k1(1/k2).

Figure 5 shows the change of success probabilityP(P8)
asb increases from 0 toa. If A<1, P is always less thanP8
for any b and initial stateuF(a)& is always used; while for
A.1, uF(b)& may be used for largeb.

In conclusion, we have described an experimental sche
for producing an arbitrary polarization-entangled mixed st
of two photons via controlled location decoherence. T
scheme uses only linear optical devices and single-mode
tical fibers and may be feasible within current optical tec
nology. We believe the scheme may provide a useful mix
state entanglement source in the exploration of vari
quantum-information processing.

FIG. 5. The final successful probabilitiesP ~solid!, P8 ~dash! vs
the angleb. a50.7. ~a! A50.001; ~b! A51000.
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